Aurora is
Your Special Needs
Solution for Windows
Windows XP

Windows 2000

Windows 9x/Me

Affordable, Effective Assistance for Augmentative Communication
Advanced Word Prediction
Type and Talk Speech
Abbreviation Expansions
Universal Talking Word Processor
Simple Screenreader
Talking Spell Checker
Keyboard and Mouse Controls
Realvoice Speech Synthesis

What Our Customers Say...
"I recently purchased Aurora 3.0 for my daughter. When I went down to
install the software for her, I found her sitting at the computer using
Aurora's word prediction to compose email using whole words rather
than abbreviations. She had installed it herself and she had a smile from
ear to ear. Thank you so much."
"I have owned my copy of Aurora for Windows for about a year now. It
is hard for me to say what a great experience using your product has
been for me. I had tried a few other products but I found all of them far
less accurate than the Aurora system. Thank-you very much for all the
work you have done. I wish you continued success. “

And so much more!

Get Free Demo Software at http://www.aurora-systems.com

Toll Free (888)290-1133 Tel/Fax (604)291-6310 email: service@aurora-systems.com
Box 43005, Burnaby, B.C., V5G-3H0, Canada

Augmentative Communication
Word Prediction Helps you Type

Aurora Prediction is Most Effective

Aurora Word Prediction increases your typing speed or lets you type longer
before tiring by trying to guess what you are typing and completing words for
you. Its advanced statistical and grammatical algorithms enabled it to
save more keystrokes than any other program in a recent comparison.
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capacity of more than a million words, you
can add as many words as you like.
For younger users, you can strip the vocabulary down to just the basics or even down to
nothing so you can work together with them to build their vocabulary. Aurora also offers
help with word selection through usage examples and definitions for troublesome words.

Abbreviation Expansion Speeds Repeated Phrases
Abbreviation Expansion is included in Aurora Prediction, for text, for spoken messages and to play .WAV sound files.
Type in a short code, and out comes the expansion. You can easily add abbreviations, as many as you like, with
expansions as long as you like (up to about 1000 characters.) And abbreviation codes are predicted so that if you have
trouble remembering them, they will show up in the prediction window to cue you.

Talk to People Quickly and Easily
For conversational speech output, our Talk program allows you
to type a phrase and have it spoken without interrupting your
work in other applications. And it saves what you have written
from day to day so that you never have to retype phrases. You
can even group your phrases into topical conversations. For
faster speech output, you can assign phrases to function keys.

Public Speaking is a Breeze
Aurora Talk really streamlines public speaking. If you write your presentation ahead of time, you can easily import your
presentation into Talk, one sentence per line so you can easily control the rate of your presentation. If you get questions
during your presentation you can answer simple questions with function key phrases, or go to a separate conversation to
compose a more comprehensive response. Once the audience is satisfied, you are back into your presentation with a
single keystroke.

Make Any Word Processor Talk
Aurora Echo’s Toolbar provides verbal feedback as you type. It can echo letters, words, sentences and paragraphs as you
type, as well as read back sections of text from any word processor document or icons and menus from the screen.
Aurora Echo makes any Windows word processor a talking word processor. Since you hear what you have typed, you can
be sure that what you typed is what you meant. It can also read email and web pages. Echo is also great for helping you
check your documents.

Phonetic Spelling - Spell Like You Hear
Phonetic spelling can often offer the correct word in the prediction window even when you've
spelled it wrong, so if you typed "ensyclopedia", you would be offered "encyclopedia" in the
prediction window in blue so you can instantly distinguish them from correctly spelled words.
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For Windows 3

Speech Output Included
Aurora for Windows supports many speech synthesizers including
Microsoft SAPI and the included Aurora RealVoice. Aurora includes an
easy to use pronunciation correction system to make sure that your
synthesizer always pronounces words correctly.

Tour Aurora for Windows at http://www.aurora-systems.com/tour.html
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